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Abstract. Logic is responsible for scientific progress in many disciplines. In particular, computer science and AI would be impossible
without it. Classical logics have long been accepted as a normative
framework for human reasoning to capture correct reasoning. However, many psychological findings such as the Wason Selection Task
have demonstrated that classical logic cannot serve as a possible
descriptive language for the human inference process, which is the
aim of what we call a cognitive logic. Recently, some nonmonotonic
logics have been employed to explain human inferences for some
well-known examples. In this paper, we discuss possible features of
cognitive logics, present first results, and highlight new challenges.

1

Specifics of the cognitive logics approach

Reasoning is part of our everyday life and relevant in many disciplines
in AI. Systems of tomorrow will more closely interact with humans
and demonstrate some features of human information processing. The
human reasoning process is exception tolerant, robust, flexible enough
to change in the light of new information, and it includes common
sense reasoning.
We propose the cognitive system reverse-engineering problem:
Given problems consisting of premises (the input) and conclusions
(the output), what is an appropriate inference system that generates
the respective output for the given input? The objective here goes
beyond cognitive modeling that aims to develop a white-box model
of the human mind; the challenge is to develop formal systems that
are built on general human reasoning principles and can demonstrate
the cognitive features mentioned above. Its ultimate goal is to build a
cognitive logic that can be a relevant part of an artificial mind that in
its nature demonstrates cognitive features.
A cognitive logic is a logic-based formalism that is cognitively
adequate, incorporates principles of human rationality and specifics
of human inference processes, and is empirically validated. An advantage over existing mechanisms in machine learning is its formal
analysis and its explainability, i.e., its diagnostic power that can explain the contribution of each of the employed principles.
A formalism is cognitively-adequate if it demonstrates at least two
features: First, if the system draws the same inferences as humans
then we call a system inferentially cognitive-adequate. Second, if the
system knowledge base contains the same beliefs represented mentally in the humans’ representation, we call the system conceptually
cognitive-adequate [20].
Applications of cognitive logics are in common sense reasoning,
human-machine interaction (especially for assistance systems that can
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adapt to humans), cognitive modeling, knowledge representation and
reasoning, computational intelligence, foundations of AI, AI systems
for rationality, and whenever an AI system needs to specifically adapt
to the information processing of a human interaction partner.
Research on cognitive logics has its own specific goals and methods.
Goals. For developing cognitive logics, we set up four core goals:
First, a common language (including a specification of the concepts
and formalizations) to bridge the gap between the fields of psychology, cognitive science, symbolic AI and logics is necessary. Second, a
working concept for principles of human rationality needs to be developed. Third, demonstrative examples from psychology and cognitive
science on reasoning need to be collected. Fourth, existing formal logics, especially from nonmonotonic reasoning, and other formalisms
on the demonstrative examples need to be evaluated.
Methods. Cognitive logics is transdisciplinary and injects the human into the formal inference systems. Three methods need to be
applied: Data side: Psychological experiments identify and support
features/phenomena of cognitive adequacy. The phenomena need to
be extracted and compiled, and made (easily) available for formal
modelers. Formal side: A common ground language to compare formalisms with each other and to evaluate them on empirical data and
derived cognitive principles. Evaluation measure: Different measures
(beyond inferential adequacy, e.g., intermediate step correspondence)
can be analyzed to allow a systematic improvement of theories [21].

2

Benchmark problems for cognitive logics

The idea of benchmark sets in the sense of a repository of important
reasoning problems have been not yet realized. However, the quality
of robust phenomena in human reasoning can be decided based on
the following conservative criteria: (i) There have been meta-analyses
or the phenomena has been repeatedly reported in (in top journals)
articles, (ii) distinct cognitive theories/models have been proposed to
explain the phenomena, (iii) the phenomena demonstrate a deviation
from the predictions of classical first-order logic and cannot be explained by a lack of concentration, a misunderstanding, or anything
else.
Cognitive psychology divides the field into three domains. In the
following, we report a subset of the most relevant phenomena that
have been accepted in these three domains: For syllogistic reasoning,
i.e., reasoning about quantified statements of sets, we propose two
data sets (i) a meta-analysis of all 64 syllogisms consisting of two
premises and the four quantifiers All, Some, Some . . . not, None [8],
and (ii) reasoning about generalized quantifiers Most, Few [13]. Some
statistical robust phenomena are: logically valid problems are easier
than invalid ones, and the belief bias [9], i.e., a believable conclusion is accepted even if it cannot be derived from the premises. For
conditional reasoning, i.e., reasoning about conditional statements,
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We have set up a website7 , with more extensive information, the
description of challenges, and publications.

if.. then.., we propose two data sets (i) a meta-analysis of the Wason
Selection Task [18] and classical conditional inferences [14]. Two
robust effects are that modus tollens is less applied and modus ponens
can be suppressed [1]. For relational reasoning, i.e., reasoning about
relations such as left of, north of, etc. we propose three data sets (can
be downloaded with CCOBRA5 ): (i) two premise inference problems
about cardinal directions, (ii) small-large scale relations, i.e., differences in responses between left/east etc., (iii) continuity effect, i.e.,
if information is presented continuously or discontinuously and its
impact on reasoning. There are three robust effects: The preference
effect [17], in indeterminate problems participants give a specific
answer, pseudo-transitive relations [5], the misinterpretation of relations as blood-related as transitive, and that complex relations are
decomposed in smaller relations [4]. Additional benchmarks are from
nonmonotonic [3, 12] or common sense reasoning.6 We developed
a testing framework CCOBRA that interfaces, for any implemented
algorithm, data from real experiments.
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Examples for research on cognitive logics

In [16], the authors investigate the cognitive adequacy of well-known
formal systems of knowledge representation for the Suppression task
[1], focussing on system P [10], Reiter’s default logic [19], logic
programming under the weak completion semantics [6], system Z [15],
and c-representations [7]. Similar investigations have also been done
in the work [22]. In the paper [2] it is shown how basic nonmonotonic
reasoning in terms of preferential relations is able to resolve paradoxes
that have been observed in studies of human reasoning. Moreover, also
with the help of c-representations, it is possible to reverse-engineer
the most plausible beliefs and the background conditional beliefs
of the reasoners in the considered tasks. The paper [11] shows how
formal approaches to reasoning that embody basic cognitive features
may also help making machine learning more effective: the authors
improve deep learning results for recognizing analogies by using
symbolic structures expressing human understanding of analogies.
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Challenges

This section comprises theoretical questions and challenges:
• Which formal principles and features from rationality formalized
in the AI fields of knowledge representation and reasoning and reasoning under uncertainty (e.g., rational monotonicity) are grounded
in human reasoning, i.e., are cognitively-adequate?
• Can existing domain-specific cognitive logics (e.g., for conditional
reasoning) be extended to domain-general theories (e.g., relational
reasoning, syllogistic reasoning)?
• How can predictions of cognitive logics be best evaluated on empirical data?
• What normative aspects beyond classical logic and probabilities
are required? What are suitable norms for rational reasoners?
• Is it possible to axiomatize plausible reasoning?
• Which theories in the existing variety of nonmonotonic formalisms
are cognitively-adequate?
• How can we systematically justify and validate nonclassical logics?
Which cognitive principles does a logic have to satisfy?
• Which benchmarks problems are necessary?
• How can we formalize psychological theories as baseline theories
to compare with cognitive logics?
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https://github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/ccobra
http://commonsensereasoning.org/
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http://cognitive-logics.org/

